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Molecular dynamical (MD) simulations with the COMPASS force field were employed to investigate the
influences of temperature (T), the concentration of F2314 binder (W%), and crystal defects on the mechan-
ical properties, binding energy (Ebind), and detonation properties of �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314 PBX (polymer
bonded explosives). T was found to have some influences on the mechanical properties, and the PBX at
298 K was considered with better mechanical properties. By radial distribution function g(r) analysis the
three types of hydrogen bonds, H· · ·O, H· · ·F, and H· · ·Cl were predicted as the main interaction formats
between F and �-CL-20, and the strength of these interactions changed with temperature changing.
olecular dynamics (MD)
olymer bonded explosives (PBX)
echanical properties

air correlation functions g(r)
inding energies (Ebind)
etonation properties

2314

The isotropic properties of the PBX increased with W% increasing, but each modulus and Ebind did not
monotonously vary with W% increasing. The detonation properties of the PBX decreased with the increas-
ing W%, and the PBX with 4.69% F2314 was regarded with good detonation properties. The existence of
crystal defects (vacancy or adulteration) might increase the elasticity but destabilize the system to some
extent, and the mechanical properties of PBX were chiefly determined by the main body explosive. The

ough
above information was th

. Introduction

Polymer bonded explosives (PBX) are highly filled composite
aterials, comprising a high energy explosive material as the main

ody held together by a small amount of one or more kinds of poly-
eric binders. They are widely used in many defense and economic

pplications because PBX have many desirable traits such as good
afety, high strength, ease of processing, etc. [1–3].

Hexanitrohexaazaisourzitane (CL-20) is a well-known high
nergy density compound (HEDC), and it has attracted much atten-
ion to find new CL-20-based PBX that show higher energy output,
ower signature and decent sensitivity in explosive, propellant,
nd propelling agent formulations [4–19]. To our knowledge, how-
ver, there has been few theoretical studies on PBX to guide
ractice. In recent three or four years, our research group has
ut great effort into the investigations on the structures and per-
ormances of some PBX using molecular dynamics (MD) method

20–25]. As to �-CL-20, MD simulations have been carried out
o study the properties of 12 types of �-CL-20-based PBX with
our fluorine-polymers (PVDF, PCTFE, F2311, and F2314.) on the
-CL-20 crystal surfaces (0 0 1), (0 1 0) and (1 0 0), respectively, and

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: xxjn1@163.com (X. Xu).

304-3894/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jhazmat.2009.10.023
t guidable for practical formulation design of PBX.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

�-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314 PBX has been recommended as the energetic
materials with better comprehensive performance [24]. Besides,
the simulations on the �-CL-20-based PBX with four different high
energy oxidants (Estane5703, polyurethane; GAP, polyazideglyc-
eraether, HTPB, hydroxy terminated, and PEG, polyethylene glycol)
have successfully used to interpret the four main attributes (com-
patibility, mechanical properties, safety, and energetic properties)
from experiments [25].

In practical formulation design of PBX, however, except to
choose better binders to the main body explosive, many other
factors affecting the properties of PBX should also be taken into
account. For examples, the small adding of polymer binders can
improve the mechanical properties but too high concentration of
polymer binder will decrease the detonation properties of PBX; it
will be bad for security when the temperature is too high; mean-
while, due to the influences of different growth conditions, such as
light, impact, pressure, and radiation, it is difficult to obtain “per-
fect” crystals, but always those with some defects, such as vacancies
and dislocations [26,27], many impurities, moreover, may be intro-
duced during synthesis. All these so called crystal defects will

destroy the integrality of crystal structures and affect the properties
to different extent.

In this paper, therefore �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314 PBX was further
investigated as an NVT system to understand the influences of tem-
perature (T), the concentration (W%) of F2314, and different defects

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043894
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jhazmat
mailto:xxjn1@163.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2009.10.023
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Fig. 1. Origin structures of (a) pure �-CL-20, (b) �-C

mainly with vacancy and impurity) have on the mechanical prop-
rties and binding energies (Ebind), with the COMPASS force field
28] by MD simulations. These will not only add new basic data
nd rules of the structures and properties for �-CL-20-based PBX,
ut also provide some instructive research methods and examples
or the formulation of composite materials.

. Computational methods

.1. Modeling and simulation

The crystal parameters of �-CL-20 were derived from X-ray
iffraction [29]. The �-CL-20 crystal was cut along the crystalline
urface (0 0 1) with the “cutting” method in Material Studio (MS)
.0.1 [30] and put in the periodic cells with 2.0 nm vacuum layer
long the z-axis (c direction), and the periodic MD simulation cells
ontain 48 �-CL-20 molecules, corresponding to (2 × 2 × 3) unit
ells. Fluorine resin F2314, involving 10 chain segments was pro-
essed by amorphous cell module and simulated by 2.5 ns using
he MD method to get the equilibrium conformations, and the end
roups were saturated with F atoms. In constructing the original
BX models, different number (n = 0–5) of F2314 chains were put
arallel to (0 0 1) surface of �-CL-20, compressed and optimized
y molecular mechanics (MM) adequately along the c direction
ntil their densities (� = 2.055, 2.016, 2.039, 2.025, 2.012, and
.001 g cm−3, respectively) approach to the theoretical values, and
he corresponding W% of F2314 reaches 4.69%, 9.45%, 12.86%, 16.44%,
nd 20.70%, respectively. In simulating the influences of T, the PBX
ith 9.45% F2314 (n = 2) was selected as the origin model, see as

ig. 1(b).

.1.1. Defects with vacancies
To ensure the crystals with small proportion of vacancies, one

-CL-20 molecule [(yellow colored as Fig. 2(a) and (b)] of the sur-
ace was removed, then the origin model of CRYSTAL2 and the

orresponding PBX2 with 2% vacancies were built as Fig. 2.

.1.2. Defects with adulteration
There always exists 2% or so 4,6,8,10,12-pentanitro-2-acetyl-

,4,6,8,10,12-hex-azaisowurtzitane (PNMAIW) in CL-20 prepared

Fig. 2. Origin structures of (a) CRYSTAL2 and (b) PBX2 with 2.1% vacancies.
2314 with 4.69% of F2314, and (c) with 9.45% of F2314.

by the public nitrolysis methods [31–34], therefore the origin
model of CRYSTAL3 and PBX3 were obtained when the �-CL-20
molecule at the position of yellow sphere in Fig. 2(a) and (b) were
substituted with a PNMAIW molecule, respectively, see Fig. 3(a)
and (b).

The origin models above were considered as NVT ensembles and
simulated by MD simulations using the COMPASS force field, which
has been proved suitable for �-CL-20 [24,25,35]. A fixed time step
size of 1 fs was used in all cases. Equilibration runs of 200,000 fs
were performed, followed by production runs of 120,000 fs, during
which the data were collected for subsequent analysis.

2.2. Mechanical properties

The most general relation of a material between stress and strain
obeys the generalized Hooke’s law as the following:

�i = Cijεj (1)

where Cij is (6 × 6) matrix of elastic coefficients. Due to existence
of strain energy, the matrix is symmetric. Therefore, 21 coefficients
are required to describe the relation between stress and strain for
any material.

The stress tensors are obtained from the virial equation at atom-
istic level in static model as following [36]:

� = − 1
V0

(
N∑

i=1

mi(vivT
i )

)
(2)

where mi and vi represent the atom mass and atom velocity, V0 is
the volume of system without deformation.

The stress imposed on a system will change the relative posi-
tions of particles of it. As for a parallel hexahedron (in simulation,
the side lengths of the periodic box are a, b, and c, respectively), if
row vectors a0, b0, and c0 are the reference states, and vectors a, b,

and c are deformation states, the strain tensors can be described as
following:

ε = 1
2

[(hT
0)

−1
Gh−1

0 − 1] (3)

Fig. 3. Origin structures of (a) CRYSTAL3 and (b) PBX3 with 2.1% PNMAIW.
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Table 1
Effective elastic coefficients of �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314 at different temperature.

T (K) C11 C22 C33 C44 C55 C66 C12 C13 C23 C12–C44

PBX at 298 K.

3.1.2. Binding energy
From the values of Ebind in Table 3, it is obvious that with T

increasing the total energy of the PBX (ET), �-CL-20 (E�-CL-20), and

Table 2
Mechanical properties of �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314 at different temperatures.
X. Xu et al. / Journal of Hazard

here h0 is the matrix consisting of row vectors of a0, b0, and c0; h
s the matrix consisting of a, b, and c; G is the measurement tensor
Th. By calculating the slope of tensile and shear deformations, the
atrix of elastic coefficients can be obtained.
According to statistics, a heteromorphy consisting of micro-

rystals with random orientation can be considered isotropic. By
euss mean method [37], its effective Bulk modulus and shear
odulus can be calculated.

R = [3(a + 2b)]−1 (4)

R = 5
(4a − 4b + 3c)

(5)

here a = 1/3(S11 + S22 + S33), b = 1/3(S12 + S23 + S31), and
= 1/3(S44 + S55 + S66). Coefficients matrix S of soft vectors is
ontrary to matrix C. Subscript R represents Reuss mean. As for
ost common crystal structures, 21 coefficients Cij are indepen-

ent, Reuss module only depends on nine soft vector coefficients.
ased on the obtained K and G, tensile modulus (E) and Poisson’s
atio (�) can be calculated from the following:

= 2G(1 + �) = 3K(1 − 2�) (6)

.3. Binding energy

Binding energy (Ebind) can accurately reflect the ability for the
olymer binders to blend with the crystal and is defined as the
egative value of interaction, that is, Ebind = −Einter. Previous stud-

es [25], furthermore, have shown that the PBX with larger Ebind will
e more stable, and the compatibility is better. Thus Ebind is sug-
ested to predict the compatibility of similar systems. As for a PBX
n equilibrium, Ebind is calculated as the average of five frames in
rajectory. The average Ebind between �-CL-20 and polymer binder
an be expressed as the following:

bind = −(ET − Eε−CL−20 − Epoly) (7)

here ET is the average total energy of PBX, E�-CL-20 and Epoly are
he average single point energies for �-CL-20 and F2314 polymer,
espectively.

.4. Detonation properties

As an explosive, the heat of explosion (Q), detonation velocity
D), and detonation pressure (P) are important factors to evaluate
ts performance. The ω–� method [38] was chosen for our calcu-
ations because it is more suitable for both monomer and blending
xplosives. In this method, detonation velocity (D, m s−1) is defined
s the following:

= 33.05Q 1/2 + 243.2ω� (8)

here Q, ω, and � represent heat of explosion or the value of char-
cter heat (J g−1), the factor of thermal energy, and the density
f the loaded explosive (g cm−3), respectively; as for the mixture
xplosives, the Q and � are evaluated by adding Qi and �i of each
omponent according to their weight percent. Based on the simpli-
cation of the C–J (Chapman–Jouguet) theory of detonation wave
39] and D derived from Eq. (8), the detonation pressure (P, GPa)
an be estimated by Eq. (9).

= 1
4

�D2 × 10−6 (9)

. Results and discussion
.1. Influences of temperature (T) on PBX

During MD simulations, it was found when T = 448 K, some
-CL-20 molecules have deviated from their origin positions,
248 22.2 13.4 15.3 2.9 4.4 5.1 5.3 8.7 7.3 2.4
298 19.8 13.6 12.1 3.2 3.7 4.9 5.9 8.3 7.6 2.7
348 17.4 13.8 11.8 3.4 3.6 5.0 5.8 6.8 7.4 2.4
398 17.4 14.2 11.3 3.5 3.7 4.8 5.7 6.1 7.8 2.2

thereby only �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314 PBX in the temperature range of
248–398 K will be investigated.

3.1.1. Mechanical properties
Due to that other elastic coefficients are approximate to zero,

Table 1 only lists partial coefficients of �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314 at dif-
ferent temperatures. From this table, most coefficients are found
to decrease with T increasing, indicating that to produce the same
strain anywhere, the stress needed to endure decrease, that is, the
elasticity of the PBX increases as T increases. When these coeffi-
cients are divided into three groups (C11, C22, C33; C44, C55, C66; and
C12, C13, C23, respectively), the internal difference of each group
is found to decrease, namely, the isotropicity of the PBX increases
with the increasing temperature.

Besides, Cauchy pressure (C12–C44) can be used as a criterion to
evaluate the ductibility and brittleness (the capability for deform-
ing without cracking) of a material. Usually, the value of (C12–C44)
for a ductile material is positive, contrarily, that is negative for a
brittle material. According to this, it can be deduced from the pos-
itive values of (C12–C44) in Table 1 that in the temperature range
of 248–398 K, �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314 always takes on ductibility, and
the PBX at 298 K is considered with better ductibility for its larger
(C12–C44) value 2.7.

Tensile modulus (E), bulk modulus (K), and shear modulus (G)
can be used to balance the ability for a material to resist elastic
deformation. Meanwhile, the K value can also represent the rupture
strength, that is, the greater the value of K is, the more energy will
be required for a material to rupture. Tenacity is a property for a
material to deform by absorbing energy, it can be predicted by the
ratio (K/G) [40], and the greater K/G represents the better tenacity.
Table 2 gives the values of E, K, G, and K/G for �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314
at different temperature.

In Table 2 the Poisson’s ratio values, ranging from 0.2 to 0.4, rep-
resent the plasticity of the PBX. With T increasing from 248 to 348 K,
each modulus of E, K, and G decreases, predicting that the rigidity
of the system decreases but elasticity increases; and it is the reason
that with T increasing, the kinetic energy of the polymer molecules
increases, the conformational change increases due to the inter-
nal rotation of one-axis, and the elasticity of the system increases
accordingly, while T = 398 K, the little increase of E and G predicts
the decreasing tendency of elasticity. Seen from the decreasing K,
it is referred that the strength of rupture of the PBX monotonously
decrease with increasing T. The larger K/G, together with the larger
(C12–C44) in Table 1 show the better tenacity and ductibility of the
T (K) E (GPa) G (GPa) K (GPa) v K/G

248 12.8 5.0 10.4 0.29 2.09
298 10.4 3.9 9.9 0.32 2.52
348 10.1 3.8 9.2 0.32 2.42
398 10.3 3.9 9.1 0.32 2.33
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Table 3
Binding energies (Ebind) in �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314 at different temperaturesa.

T (K) ET Eε-CL-20 EF2314 Ebind

248 −61968.17 −59981.16 −1219.85 767.16
298 −60758.56 −58882.32 −1128.22 748.01
348 −59712.35 −57842.25 −1128.81 741.28
398 −58518.66 −56737.90 −1025.98 754.78
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Table 4
Mechanical properties of �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314 with different W% of F2314.

W% Pure �-CL-20 4.69% 9.45% 12.86% 16.44% 20.70%

C11 27.0 20.8 19.8 19.0 18.1 15.5
C22 18.1 11.3 13.6 13.6 13.1 11.3
C33 15.1 12.0 12.1 11.4 10.4 9.3
C44 3.8 3.2 3.2 2.4 2.8 2.7
C55 7.6 2.8 3.8 3.7 3.6 2.5
C66 8.1 3.5 4.9 4.5 3.7 2.2
C12 3.1 4.8 5.9 5.2 4.1 4.4
C13 8.0 7.9 8.3 6.7 5.7 5.0
C23 5.0 6.7 7.6 5.6 4.7 5.1
C12–C44 −0.7 1.6 2.7 2.8 1.2 1.7
E (GPa) 17.8 10.7 10.4 11.4 11.4 9.4
K (GPa) 10.3 9.2 9.9 8.8 7.9 7.2

Thirdly, hydrogen bonds are always dominant in the total inter-
a Unit: kJ mol−1.

2314 polymer chain (EF2314 ) increase due to the increase of molec-
lar kinetic energies with increasing T; but there’s a descending
endency to Ebind for that the fastly increasing kinetic energy will
ead F2314 to depart from �-CL-20, then the Ebind decreases.

It is also interesting to understand the interaction format. We
ill firstly introduce the concept of pair correlation function g(r),

lso named radial distribution function. g(r) gives a measure of
he probability that, given the presence of an atom at the ori-
in of an arbitrary reference frame, there will be an atom with
ts center located in a spherical shell of infinitesimal thickness
t a distance r from the reference atom. This function has found
pplications in structural investigations of both solid and liquid
acking (local structure), in studying specific interactions such as
ydrogen bonding, in statistical mechanical theories of liquids and
ixtures. And then three pairs of atomic interactions (H· · ·O, H· · ·F,

nd H· · ·Cl) are considered. The H, F, and Cl atoms in F2314 are noted
s H(1), F(1), and Cl(1), and the H and O atoms in �-CL-20 molecules
re named as H(2) and O(2), respectively. Because the distances
etween F2314 and inner �-CL-20 are comparative far, so only the

nteractions between F2314 and �-CL-20 molecules on the first two

ayers were investigated. Therefore, by employing the functions of
(r) in MS 3.0.1 on the production trajectories, three types of g(r)
ere obtained at different temperatures in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Pair correlation functions g(r) of t
G (GPa) 7.4 4.1 3.9 4.4 4.5 3.7
v 0.21 0.31 0.32 0.28 0.26 0.28
K/G 1.39 2.25 2.52 1.98 1.74 1.97

Generally, molecular interactions mainly include hydrogen
bonds and vdW interactions, and the hydrogen bond is known as
the main origin of molecular interaction. The distance range (r)
for hydrogen bond is 2.0–3.1 Å, for strong vdW is 3.1–5.0 Å; and
when r is farther than 5.0 Å, the vdW interaction is very weak. Sev-
eral characteristics can be found from Fig. 4(a)–(d). Firstly, there
always exists a strong peak in hydrogen bond region, indicat-
ing that the interactions are mainly the contribution of hydrogen
bonds, together with certain vdW. Secondly, the contributions of
different hydrogen bonds H(1)· · ·O(2), F(1)· · ·H(2), and Cl(1)· · ·H(2)
vary with temperature, namely, the probability g(r) of the pres-
ence of the same atom pair is different at different temperature.
action, thus the relative interaction strength can be deduced by
comparing their peak values of g(r). For example, from Fig. 4(a)–(d),
it is found that the peak values of H(1)· · ·O(2) [2.15] and F(1)· · ·H(2)

he PBX at different temperatures.
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Table 5
Binding energies (Ebind) and average binding energies (Eaver) in �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314

with different W%a.

n (W%) ET Eε-CL-20 EF2314 Ebind Eaver

1 (4.69%) −60016.82 −59034.27 −571.95 410.60 410.60
2 (9.45%) −60758.56 −58882.32 −1128.22 748.01 374.03
3 (12.86%) −61455.70 −58717.80 −1723.33 1014.70 338.08
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Table 6
Detonation properties of �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314 with different W% of F2314.

0% 4.69% 9.45% 12.86% 16.44% 20.70%

K/G of PBX3 are larger, namely, PBX3 has better rupture strength
and tenacity, also agrees well with the better corresponding per-
formance of CRYSTAL3. According to these, it is inferred that the
mechanical properties of PBX are chiefly determined by the main
body explosive.

Table 7
Elastic coefficients, modulus, and densities (�) of three crystals and corresponding
PBX.

CRYSTAL1 PBX1 CRYSTAL2 PBX2 CRYSTAL3 PBX3

C11 21.7 20.8 19.9 20.2 21.5 20.6
C22 14.4 11.3 13.3 11.4 14.1 13.0
C33 12.2 12.0 10.8 7.0 11.8 10.3
C44 2.8 3.2 2.3 2.8 2.9 2.9
C55 3.1 2.8 2.9 3.1 2.6 3.0
C66 6.1 3.5 5.61 3.4 6.0 3.8
C12 5.9 4.8 4.8 5.4 6.2 6.4
C13 8.6 7.9 8.0 6.7 8.7 8.0
C23 5.0 6.7 4.5 5.1 5.1 6.8
C12–C44 3.2 1.6 2.5 2.6 3.4 3.5
E (GPa) 12.2 10.7 11.4 9.3 11.8 10.0
4 (16.44%) −62464.92 −58765.24 −2424.65 1275.03 318.77
5 (20.70%) −63125.65 −58734.31 −3075.52 1315.82 263.17

a Unit: kJ mol−1.

0.98] in hydrogen region in Fig. 4(a) are the strongest, indicat-
ng that when T = 248 K, the total interactions are the strongest;
s for Fig. 4(c), the peak value of H(1)· · ·O(2) is only 1.36 or so,
nd mainly vdW interactions exists in F(1)· · ·H(2) and Cl(1)· · ·H(2),
ndicating the interactions between �-CL-20 and F2314 are weaker

hen T = 348 K; while T = 398 K, the H(1)· · ·O(2) interaction is weak-
ned, but that of F(1)· · ·H(2) and Cl(1)· · ·H(2) is strengthened, and
he total interaction is still stronger. Therefore the ordering of inter-
ctions between F2314 and �-CL-20 in the PBX can be deduced as
48 K > 398 K > 298 K ≈ 348 K, this is consistent well with that from
inding energies (Ebind) in Table 2, and the g(r) can indeed be used
o describe the interaction format.

.2. Influences of the concentration (W%) of binder on PBX

.2.1. Mechanical properties
Compared with the pure �-CL-20, each elastic coefficient and

odulus of PBX in Table 4 are found to decrease but the Cauchy
ressure (C12–C44) and K/G to increase, predicting that the adding
f polymer F2314 increases the elasticity, ductibility, and tenacity
f the system. With the increasing of W%, the internal difference
f each group (C11, C22, C33; C44, C55, C66; and C12, C13, C23, respec-
ively) decreases, and the isotropicity of the system increases. The
oisson’s ratio of each PBX ranges from 0.26 to 0.32, little larger
han that of pure �-CL-20, showing the better plasticity of the
BX. Besides, it is also found that each physic parameter related
o mechanical properties does not monotonously change with W%,
hat is, the PBX with larger W% does not mean its better mechan-
cal properties, e.g., when W% increase from 4.69% to 9.45%, then
o 12.86%, their tensile modulus (10.73, 10.42, and 1.35 GPa), bulk

odulus (9.23, 9.90, and 8.76 GPa), and shear modulus (4.11, 3.93,
nd 4.42 GPa) are not proportional to W%. This will put forward
ore stringent requirements for PBX formulations.

.2.2. Binding energy
Table 5 presents the total binding energy (Ebind) and the average

inding energy (Eaver = Ebind/n, n = 1–5, the number of F2314 chains)
etween F2314 and �-CL-20 molecules at 298 K. From Table 5, Ebind

s found to increase with W% increasing, due to that it is a capacity
roperty, not an intensity property; but the average binding energy
Eaver) decreases with increasing W%, and this can be explained that
ith W% increasing the F2314 polymer chains trend to glue to each

ther, an inherent characteristic of polymers, therefore the inter-
ction between the two components of the PBX will weaken and
aver decrease, namely, the additivity is not proper in calculating
he Ebind.

.2.3. Detonation properties
From Eqs. (8) and (9) it is found that detonation velocity (D) and

etonation pressure (P) are mainly determined by the density (�),

eat of explosion (Q) and the factor of thermal energy (ω) of explo-
ives. Here, the theoretical density of F2314 is 2.02 g cm−3, which is
early equal to that of �-CL-20 crystal (2.05 g cm−3), therefore the
% of F2314 has little influence on the � of the �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314

BX; the Q and ω of F2314, however, are much smaller than those
Q (J g−1) 4623.8 4505.0 4384.4 4298.0 4207.3 4099.3
D (m s−1) 9025.1 8892.1 8653.3 8493.6 8333.5 8155.2
P (GPa) 40.8 39.9 38.2 36.5 34.9 33.3

of �-CL-20 crystal, indicating that with W% increasing, the Q and ω
of the PBX will decrease. Table 6 presents the calculated detona-
tion parameters of the PBX with 0–20.7% of F2314. From this table it
can be seen that when W% > 4.69%, the related detonation parame-
ters are comparative smaller and far away from the requirement of
a good explosive. In all, when W% ≤ 4.69%, though the detonation
properties of the PBX are poorer than those of the pure �-CL-20,
they are still satisfactory as high energy materials, and the concen-
tration (W% = 4.69%) matches well with the practical formulation.

3.3. Influences of crystal defects on PBX

3.3.1. Mechanical properties
Based on the production trajectories and static mechanical anal-

ysis, mechanical properties of three �-CL-20 crystals (“perfect”
CRYSTAL1, CRYSTAL2 with vacancies and CRYSTAL3 with adulter-
ation) and their corresponding PBX with F2314 binder (“perfect”
PBX1, PBX2 and PBX3) are obtained in Table 7.

Several characteristics can be drawn from the data in Table 7.
Firstly, compared with the three crystals, the elastic coefficients and
modulus of each corresponding PBX decrease but K/G increases to
some extent due to the flexibility of polymer chain, namely, the
adding of F2314 will decrease the rigidity but increase the elastic-
ity and tenacity. Secondly, although the two above defects do not
have obvious effects on the system, compared with the “perfect”
CRYSTAL1, most modulus of CRYSTAL2 and CRYSTAL3 decrease, and
therefore there is a tendency to increase their elasticity. Thirdly,
few changes happen to the elastic coefficients and modulus of
PBX2 and PBX3 compared with PBX1, though the change of PBX2
is larger, for instances, the tensile modulus (E), bulk modulus (K),
and shear modulus(G) of PBX1, 10.7, 9.2 and 4.1 GPa are accord-
ingly decreased to 9.3, 8.1, and 3.56 GPa of PBX2, viz., the vacancy
defect may increase the elasticity of the system, this is in accord
with the better elasticity of CRYSTAL2. That the values of K and
K (GPa) 9.7 9.2 8.8 8.1 9.7 9.6
G (GPa) 4.7 4.1 4.5 3.6 4.8 3.8
v 0.29 0.31 0.28 0.31 0.30 0.33
K/G 2.05 2.25 1.96 2.28 2.04 2.54
� (g cm−3) 2.055 2.039 2.012 2.016 2.055 2.016
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Table 8
Binding energies (Ebind) between F2314 and �-CL-20 molecules in three PBXa.
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[38] X. Wu, Simple method for calculating detonation parameters of explosives, J.
PBX PBX1 PBX2 PBX3

Ebind 410.60 370.25 375.94

a Unit: kJ mol−1.

.3.2. Binding energy
Table 8 gives binding energy (Ebind) of PBX1, PBX2, and PBX3

etween �-CL-20 and F2314 at 298 K. From this table the ordering of
bind of three PBX is drawn as PBX1 > PBX3 > PBX2. This can be easily
nterpreted that the main interaction between F2314 and �-CL-20 is
ydrogen bond, the number of hydrogen bond is the most, and thus
he interactions of PBX1 is the strongest; in PBX3 a CL-20 molecule
s replaced by a PNMAIW, but the interaction between the later and
2314 is weaker; while in PBX2 one �-CL-20 molecule is removed,
he Ebind in PBX2 is the smallest, and this smallest Ebind presents
hat the vacancy defect may lower the stability of the system, and
s not suitable for practical application.

. Conclusions

Based on the MD simulation on the influences of temperature,
he concentration (W%) of the F2314, and �-CL-20 crystal defects
ave on the �-CL-20(0 0 1)/F2314 PBX, several illuminating infor-
ation as following is obtained. Firstly, temperature has certain

nfluences on the mechanical properties, such as elastic coefficients,
odulus, ductibility, tenacity and so on, and the PBX at 298 K is

onsidered with the better comprehensive properties. Three types
f hydrogen bonds, H· · ·O, H· · ·F, and H· · ·Cl are predicted as the
ain interactions between the F2314 and �-CL-20 molecules by the

nalyses of pair correlation function g(r), and the g(r) curves can
ell describe the variations of the interactions with temperature

ncreasing. Secondly, each physic parameter related to mechanical
roperties does not monotonously change with W%, and here the
BX with W% of 9.45% and 4.69% show preferable mechanical prop-
rties; total binding energy (Ebind) between the F2314 binder and
-CL-20 molecules increases with W% increasing, but the binding
nergy of unit F2314 chain (Eaver) decreases with the increasing W%;
ith W% increasing, the detonation properties of the PBX decrease,

he PBX with 4.69% F2314 is regarded with good detonation prop-
rties, and this content is much approximate to that in practical
ormulations(<5%); thirdly, crystal defect (with vacancy or adulter-
tion) can improve the elasticity but destabilize the system due to
he decreasing binding energy(Ebind); and the mechanical proper-
ies of PBX are chiefly determined by the main body explosive.

In all, temperature, the concentration of binder, and crystal
efects always have influences on the properties (mechanical prop-
rties, binding energies and detonation properties) of crystals and
orresponding PBX to some extent. Accordingly factors as many
s possible should be taken into account in practical formulation
esign.
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